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1．Purpose of Presentation

 Japan is one of the world’s fastest ageing societies with the
highest longevity:
in terms of number of elderly and life expectancy

 The average age of policyholders has been rising
→ To secure protection through life insurance throughout their 
life is critical.life is critical.
→ The needs of the elderly to cope with longevity risks have 
diversified.

 life insurance sales professionals are required to conduct various
further procedures.
→Increase in ethical issues in Life Insurance



2.PROGRESS OF THE JAPANESE
SUPER-AGED SOCIETY



Profiles of Ageing in Japan, as of 2015

 total population(2014)：
127 million people (10th in the world).

 32.96 million people are over 65 years old.
（male:14.21 million , female:18.75 million )
→Percentage of the population over 65 : 25.9%

 Average life expectancy: male 80.50, female 86.83 Average life expectancy: male 80.50, female 86.83

 Median Age：46.0 years old(estimated）
 1 in 8 is over 75 years old.

 By 2060
・1 in 2.5 will be over 65 years old.
・1 in 4 will be over 75 years old.
・Average life expectancy:

male 84.19, female 90.93
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Trends in Ageing and Estimations for the Future

Source: Up to 2010 Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications “Population Census,” 2013 “Population Estimates” (as of October 1, 2013), after 2015 National Institute of
Population and Social Security “Populations for Japan (January 2012) 2011 to 2060” based on the estimated figure with Medium-Fertility and Medium-Mortality Assumption
(Note) The total numbers for 1950-2010 include people of uncertain age.



Average Life Expectancy Trends and
Future Projections
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Worldwide over 65 Ratio Trends as of 2012
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Demographic pyramid of Japan
as of 1950
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Demographic pyramid as of 2015



Demographic pyramid of Japan
as of 2050
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Projection of the Number of Elderly
Households

 Older persons increasingly are living independently.
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Projection of Number of Elderly with
Dementia
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4.OVERVIEW OF LIFE
INSURANCE BUSINESS IN JAPAN
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Profiles of Japanese Life Insurance Market

 Second largest life insurance Market in the World
Even with demographic shift and declining sales affecting the industry, the
Japanese life insurance market was the second largest in the world.

Market Share
Four major domestic insurers occupied 58.7% of policies in force of
individual insurance as of FY2011.

Main Distribution Channel
Marketing systems for the sale of life insurance have changed dramaticallyMarketing systems for the sale of life insurance have changed dramatically
over time. Although, the number of tied sales agents continued to decline,
main distribution channel is tied sales agent. 59.4% in 2015, of life insurance
policies were issued through tied sales agents.
(According to the 2015 surveys conducted by Life Insurance Institute of Japan)

 Increase in lifetime beneficial policies
Consumers’ needs have rapidly diversified from traditional products to
lifetime beneficial policies
(ex. nursing care, medical insurance,individual annuities)
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Percentage Distribution of Individual Insurance
by Type (Number of New Policies) as of FY2013

Source http://www.seiho.or.jp/english/publication/2013/pdf/2014.pdf
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Percentage Distribution of Individual Insurance
by Type (Number of Policies in Force) as of FY2013

Source http://www.seiho.or.jp/english/publication/2013/pdf/2014.pdf
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Number of Life Insurance Companies and
Agents/Agencies

*Numbers in parentheses are those of stock companies. As of the end of the fiscal year.
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Maturation of Life Insurance Policies

Ratio of Existing Policyholders by Age Group
(Example of a major insurer)

 Projected Number of Individual Annuity Contracts
Reaching Maturity
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3.EDUCATION FOR LIFE
INSURANCE PROFESSIONALS
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Common-to-Industry Educational System
for Life Insurance Sales Progessionals

 Registered with the FSA
Tied sales agents and sales representatives at agencies need to be registered with the FSA to
sell life insurance products as life insurance solicitors.

 The Life Insurance Association of Japan ( LIAJ) administrates exams to enhance
the abilities of solicitors to provide better services to customers.

 "Variable Life Insurance Sales Qualification Course Exam"

 The LIAJ reviews and enhances the content of the textbooks for those The LIAJ reviews and enhances the content of the textbooks for those
examinations every year.
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Chart of Common-to-industry Educational
System

Source: Life Insurance Business in Japan(LIAJ Factbook2013-2014)
http://www.seiho.or.jp/english/publication/2013/pdf/2014.pdf
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Purpose and Summary of Each Course



Continuing Education System

 The LIAJ has a system for continuous education of all life
insurance sales professionals once a year in principle.

 The LIAJ also conducts follow-up activities every year to
enhance the continuing education system.



4. ETHICAL ISSUES IN LIFE
INSURANCE IN THE SUPER-
AGED JAPANESE SOCIETY



Characteristics of the Elderly policyholders

 Characteristics of the Elderly to be Considered When Providing
Insurance Services for the Elderly.

 Main procedural channels
・tied sales agents as face-to-face channels (customer-passive)
・mailing/call center/internet as non-face-to-face channels (customer-active)



Increasing Importance of Improving
Services for the Elderly

 Categories of Comments Received by the LIAJ in Interactive
Dialogues on Life Insurance from Consumers.

・General Service for Elderly regarding Policy Service
・Designated Third-party Claim Scheme
・Insurance Claim Procedure
・Cancellation Procedure・Cancellation Procedure
・Solicitation and its Structure
・Bancassurance
・Attitude



Categorizing issues in Elder Policyholders
 To secure protection through life insurance, elderly policyholders need to be

cautious about their policies throughout their life.

・Issues in the policy/payment management stage
・Issues in the sale of new contracts stage

 Ideal Way to Provide Insurance Services
→Information-sharing on Good Practices Tailored to the Elderly （LIAJ[2013]）→Information-sharing on Good Practices Tailored to the Elderly （LIAJ[2013]）



Challenges before beginning procedures
and during procedures, and factors

Source:
LIAJ[2013]p.14



Prevention of Procedural Risks

 Issues during the contract period

 In general, only the policyholder is familiar with the policy provisions. Hence, it is
necessary to inform family members with the consent of the policyholder of the policynecessary to inform family members with the consent of the policyholder of the policy
provisions and how to make an insurance claim.

 Currently, life insurance companies collect the contact address of only policyholders, but
they should improve address management, including registering multiple addresses.

 Although life insurance companies offer a designated third-party claim scheme which
enables an agent to make a claim on behalf of the insured if the insured cannot do so, this
does not apply to all policies and the scope of the scheme is limited.

 Continued efforts are needed to improve financial literacy (including life
insurance) of the elderly.
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Information-sharing/Utilization of Good Practices

 Non payment of Proper Claims and the Industry’s Efforts to
Prevent Recurrence of These Problems
Since the third largest domestic life insurer’s failure to pay legitimate claims came
to light in early 2005, most life insurers disclosed their nonpayment of claims.

・Each company was to implement procedures to secure proper payout practices
and full customer protection.
・LIAJ was addressing a variety of regulatory and education issues to better protect
customers’ interests.
・In April 2008, the Life Underwriting Training Institute (LUTI) instituted a new
curriculum based on the LUTCF program of The American College.curriculum based on the LUTCF program of The American College.

 Life Insurance Industry's Response to the Great East Japan
Earthquake 2011
1. Providing livelihood support and relief for affected persons
2. Handling inquiries and claims procedures given the characteristics of the
disaster
3. Confirming the safety of customers
4. Multiple publicity activities for customers
5. Establishing a network to ensure payment of insurance benefits

 An Example of Companies http://www.dai-ichi-life.co.jp/english/dsr/customer/example.html
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５．Concluding Remarks

 Importance of Education for the Life Insurance Sales
Professionals
→Conclusions for Better Serving the Elderly

 Legal responsibility/Ethical responsibility
(The Pyramid of Corporate Social responsibility Carroll[2014])
→Is “not illegal but unethical conduct” is the most efficient way to make a 
profit?profit?

 In addition to education for Life Insurance Sales
Professionals・・・
→Education for all ages to encourage insurance literacy is
critical.
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Thank You for your attention!!

Mariko Nakabayashi

nakabaya@meiji.ac.jp

© Meiji University,All rights reserved.
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